What Is Your Battle Plan?
Today is July 4th. For most people that means some
barbeque, some family time, some fireworks, appropriately
displayed by the local governmental unit, of course, and a bit of
reflection on what patriotism means. Yeah, we know that some
men and women made sacrifices to create this monstrosity of a
nation, but they had good intentions. All I can do is reflect on the
idea that were the founders here today, they would be doing what
I have been doing for ten years and that is standing in
astonishment at the absolute disregard for liberty by those
charged with the obligation to secure it. These people are insane
and we are insane for letting them believe that they run anything.
It seems as if time has stood still since the first violation
of our republic. Now, I am not going to argue with anyone about
when that actually happened, because the first time it happens to
YOU is the first time it happens. When it comes home to you,
when you realize it for what it is, an assault on your nation, what
you hold dear, then it becomes real.
The first time I felt it for what it was, was the day they
passed Obamacare. Maybe that was because I was so invested in
preventing it. I had tried to move mountains to prevent it. I had
gone to DC and confronted my representative (at least her staff) I
had created a 501c4. I had raised money and was betrayed by
PayPal, who refused to release the funds and refused to discuss
their refusal. My REPUBLICAN Secretary of State refused to
recognize my organization, though I had clearly pointed out that it
was a 501c4 not a 501c3. They, the IRS destroyed my
organization and within weeks had an agent in the office of the
company I owned threatening me like some mob leg-breaker.
I knew it for what it WAS.
So, here we are ten years later. If they think I am going
away, they are fools. But, now it includes all of you and what I
am asking is what is your battleplan?
Do you have one?
The election of 2020 is a line of demarcation. It needs to
be recognized for what it is. One way or the other. Like it or not,
ready for it, or not, WE are the next patriots into the breach. If
you cannot handle it, it is time to fess up to that fact and stand
back. What I am saying is that November 4 th 2020 is the date all
of you have been asking about.
What I have come to understand over my years involved
in this movement, is that no one really means what they say. The
few that I know of who do mean what they say need to be ready. I
will not ask for volunteers. I will not expect anything of anyone.
A lot of what I have been writing in these newsletters has been
treading water, waiting for events to develop, to give guidance.
Now, it is here and we either act like patriots and do what patriots
must, or we shrink from the obligation and turn our backs on our

nation. Nothing will change that ultimate outcome, it is already
written in the annals of history, was written a thousand years ago.
I have made the case a thousand times. Justification is
not in question; heart is in question. Very simply, the collectivists
are going to make a huge bid for the nation in 2020. The issues
are on the table. Nothing is hidden. What is your battleplan?
Texas will go blue in 2020. They have been working a
long time on this. Florida will probably go blue as well. They
think that if they cheat the vote, continue the propaganda and
appeal to democracy that we will be cowed. We are not a
democracy; we are a republic. Our rights are not up for a vote.
Our rights are not conditional upon the agreement of the majority.
Our rights are given by God and only God can take them away by
making us less than men.
We have been asked these questions for years. It is time
to start answering them. Get your affairs in order. Make plans for
succession of your property. Prepare to live without a job. We
have all been given enough time to arrange these things.
You need to be a warrior.
Our fight is for the God-given rights of individuals.
Nothing else restores the nation. Nothing else satisfies the charter.
The message that needs to reside in the hearts of patriots
is that the collectivists can change the votes; they can import new
voters; they can rig the Supreme Court; they can obliterate the
electoral college; they can educate new Americans to hate
freedom and love the state, but they cannot do this unless we
allow it with our silence, with our inaction.
It is time to start doing the hard things in preparation for
the day when you will either fight for freedom or die without it.
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